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Growing up in Fargo, ND, performing on Broadway seemed like an impossible dream.  There 
were no fancy schools for musical theater in Fargo and there weren't many big shows that 
came through town.  But for Jessica Pariseau, making it to Broadway was her life's goal.

Flash forward a dozen or so years and a couple of cruise ship revues later, Jessica made it to 
Broadway.  Her big break came when she got a part in the national tour for Cabaret. After that 
she landed a part in one of the most celebrated shows in Broadway history - in the Broadway 
production of Mel Brooks's The Producers. It was miraculous.  She proved that with enough 
tenacity and a goal-oriented mindset, you could achieve anything. 

But then what?

Jessica spent her whole life focused on her goal that she neglected to think about what she 
would do if she achieved it.  For 20-something years she was so driven and so focused on that 
one thing, that after she achieved her goal, she didn't know what to do next.  Though perform-
ing was still fun, though she still enjoyed the singing and dancing, that steely-eyed focus and 
direction wasn't the same. 

This is a common feeling for many young performers who set their sites on making it to Broad-
way and make it.  They focus all their passion and energy on that one point that when they get 
there, they don't know what to do next.  Many simply go on to perform in show after show, but 
the passion is at a decidedly different level.  A few find new careers and go on to do other 
things.  But one thing becomes very clear - passion is not about the destination, it's about the 
journey. 

There are countless examples of this in the business world also.  AOL had a goal - to make the 
internet as commonplace as the television or the telephone.  Their goal helped focus everyone 
who worked at the company. AOL achieved their goal and upon doing so lost their focus. They 
are not the passionate company they used to be.  Sony set out to become a household name 
and make the words "made in Japan" synonymous with good quality.  Goal achieved.  These 
days, however, Sony is not the powerhouse of focus and innovation it used to be. To maintain 
your passion, you have to stay on an inspiring journey, not just pursue a single goal. Goals do 
not define the journey, they define points along the journey. They are important markers to 
gauge progress along the journey. But they are not, as most believe, the thing that inspires. 

Set goals, but also be clear why you want to achieve that goal in the first place.  If you know 
why, you'll be able to articulate another lofty goal as inspiring as the first.  Without knowing 
why, the subsequent goals will just be random numbers or achievements to reach.  They won't 
drive passion, they won't inspire and they won't focus all resources towards that goal.

If you've already achieved one goal and don't feel as inspired by your new goal, even though 
you're taking all the same steps, it's not because the goal is unclear, it's because you don't 
know the journey you're on. It's the journey that inspires, the goals work to remind us we're on 
the right track.
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The problem with goal setting


